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Chapter I Definitiort and Charuueristics of Apptied Behartiot.Atnlysis 3

ffi Applied behavior analysis is a science devoredw lx J::,:?*:::1Hi:fJ,.,:ffi ffn:*,r
inrenr. \{hat sets applied behavior analysis aparr? The
answer lies in its focus, goals, and methods. Applied be_
havior aflalysts focus on objectively defined behaviors of
social significance; they intervene to improve the behav_
iors understudy while demonstrating a reliable relation_
ship betveen their interventions and the behavioral
improverf,ients; and they use the methods of scientific in-
quiry-objective description, quantification, and con_
trolled experimentation. In short, applied behavior
analysis, orABA, is a scientific approach for discovering
environmental variables that reliably influence socially
significantbehavior and for developing a technology of
behavior change that takes practical advantage of those
discoveries.

This chapter provides a brief outline of the history
and development of behavior analysis, discusses the phi_
losophy that underlies the science, and identifies the
defining dirnensions and characteristics of applied be_
havior analysis. Because applied behavior analysis is an
applied science, we begin with an overview of some pre_
cepts fundarnental to all scientific disciplines.

Sorne Basic Clraracteristics
ann.d a Definition of Science
Used properly, the word science refers to a systematic
rpproach for seeking and organizing knowledge about
:he natural world. Before offering a definition of science,
ve discuss the purpose ofscience and the basic assump_
ions and attirudes that guide the work of all scientists, ir_
espective of their fields of study.

derstanding: description, prediction, and control- Each
level of understanding contribures to the scientifi" k";;i_
edge base of a given field.

Prediction

A second level of scientific understanding occurs when
repeated observations reveal that two events consistently
covary with each other. That is, in the presence of one
event (e.9., approaching winter) another event occurs (or
fails to occur) with some specified probability (e.g., cer-
tain birds fly south). When systematic covariation be_
tween two events is found, this relationship_termed a
correlation---can be used to predict fhe relative proba_
bility that one event will occur, based on the presence of
the other event.

Because no variables are manipulated or controlled
by the researcher, correlational studies cannot demon_
strate whether any of the observed variables are respon_
sible for the changes in the other variable(s), and no such
relations should be inferred (Johnston & pennypacker,
1993a). For example, although a strong correlation ex_
ists between hot weather and an increased incidence of
drowning deaths, we should not assume that a hot and
humid day causes anyone to drown. Hot weather also
correlates with other factors, such as an increased num_

Description

Systematic observation enhances the understanding of a
given phenomenon by enabling scientists to describre it
accurately. Descriptive knowledge consists of a collec_
tion of facts about the observed events that can be qtran_
tified, classified, and examined for possible relations rx,ith
other known facts-a necessary and important activity
for any scientific discipline. The knowledge obtainel
from descriptive studies often suggests possible try_
potheses or quesdons for additional research.

For example, White (1975) reported the results of
observing the "hatural rates,'ofapproval (verbal praise or
gncouragement) and disapproval (criticisms, reproach)
by 104 classroom teachers in grades L to IZ. fwo ma3oi
findings were that (a) the rates of reacher praise aropfea
with each grade level, and (b) in every grade after s"cona,
the rate at which teachers delivered statements of disap_
proval to students exceeded the rate of teacher approval.
The results of this descriptive study helped to stimula-te
dozens of subsequent studies aimed at discovering the
factors responsible for the disappointing findings o, ,t
increasing teachers' rates of praise (e.g., Alber, Heward,
& Hippler, 1999;Martens, Hiralall, & Bradley, 199-1;
Sutherland, Wehby, &Yoder, 2}}2;yanAcker, Grant, &
Henry, 1996).

>urpose of science
he overall goal ofscience is to achieve a thorough un_
)rstanding of the phenomena under study_sociafiy im_
)rtant behaviors, in the case of applied behavior
talysis. Science differs from otheruou.""* of knowl_
lge or ways we obtain knowledge about the world
olnd3s (e.g., contemplation, common sense, logic, au_
:rity figures, religious or spirirual beliefs, political cam_
igns, advertisements, tesiimonials). Science seeks to
icover natule's truths. Although it is frequently mis_
:d, science is not a tool for validating the cherished or
:ferred versions of ,,the truth', held by any group, cor_
:ation-, govenment, or institution. fnerefori scientific
lwledge must be separated from any personal, politi_
, economic, or other reasons for which it was sought.
Dif'ferent t/pes 6f scientific investigations yield

'Wledge that enablec nnr" ^r mnr.e nf rh,oa Ja,,ar^ ^r,,-
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reliefinthewater,andmanyinstancesofdrowninghave
been found to be a function of factors such as the use of

alcohol or drugs, the relative swimming skills of the vic-

ti.r, ,trong riltides, and the absence of supervision by

lifeguards."R"sults 
of correlational studies can' however' sug-

gest ihe possibility of causal relations' which can then be

l.pi.r"i i" later studies' The most common type of cor-

relational study reported in the applied behavior analysis

ii;;t" "o*iur", 
the relative rates or conditional prob-

abilities of two or more observed (but not manipulated)

variables (e.g., Atwater & Morris, 1988; Symons' Hoch'

n"nf, A Mcrbomas, 2003;Thompson & Iwata' 2001)'

For exampl", McKerchar and Thompson (2004) found

correlationsbetweenproblembehaviorexhibitedby14
preschool children and the following consequent events:

t"a"h"rattention(Lo}Toofthechildren),presentationof
some material or item to the child (79Vo of the children)'

and escapg from instructional tasks (33Vo-of the children)'

The results of this study not only provide empirical val-

idation for the social consequences typically ubed in clin-

ical settings to analyze the vapiables maintaining

.t iior"n't p"roblem behavior, but alsQ increase confidence

i" tfr" pt"Oi"tion that interventions based on the findings

from such assessments will be relevant to the conditions

ihut o""u, naturally in preschool classrooms.(Iwata et al"

lggqt r"" Cnaptei 24). In addition, by revealing the high

itotuUifiti*t *irtt *tti"ft teachers responded to problem

behavior in ways that are likely to maintain and

strengthen it, Mc-Kerchar and Thompson's findings also

poinito the need to train teachers in more effective ways

io respond to Problem behavior'

duced by specific manipulations of another event (the

f,ra"pr,rau,r, ttariable), and that the change in the depeu'

a..rt .ru.iuUi. was unlikely to be the result of other extra

neous factor s (cottfounding variab le s)'

Johnston and Pennypacker (1980) described func'

tional relations as "the uliimate product of a natural sci

entifrc investigation of the relation between behavior an(

its determining variables" (p' 16)'

Such a "co-relation" is expressed as y = f(x)' where 'r is

the independent variable or argument of the function'

una y it tft" dependent variable' In order to determine if
an otserved relation is truly functional' itis necessary tc

demonstrate the operation of the values of ;r in isolation
' 

unO ttto* thut th"y are suff,rcient for the production of

). . . . lH]owever, a more powerful relation exists if ne-

""rrity 
can be shown (that y occurs ottly if x occurs)' Thr

*ort 
"ompt"te 

and elegant form of empirical i"q:t^q l"-
l,ot,r", upitying the experimental method to identifying

iun"tionui relations. (Johnston & Pennypacker' 1993a'

p.239)

The understanding gained by the scientific discover

offunctionalrelationsisthebasisofappliedtechnologie
in all fislds. Almost all of the research sh'rdies cited in thi

*i*" experimental analyses that have demonstrated o

discovered a functionai relation between a target behav

ior and one or more environmental vadables' However" i

is important to understand th{ functional relations ar'

also correlations (Cooper, 2005), and that:

In fact, all we ever really know is that two events are

related or "co-related" in some way' To say that one

"causes" another is to say that one is solely the result of

the other. To know this, it is necessary to know that no

other factors are playing a contributing role' This is vir-

tually impossible to know because it requires identifyinl

att possille such factors and then showing that they are

noirelevant. (Johnston & Pennypacker' 1993a' p' 240)Control

The ability to predict with a certain degree of confidence

is a valualle and useful result of science; prediction en-

ubl". p."puration. However, the greatest potential bene-

fits from science can be derived from the third' and

high"rr, level of scientific understanding---control' Evi-

0""n"" of the kinds of control that can been derived froln

scientific findings in ths physical and biological sciences

surrounds us in the 
"u"ryduy 

technologies we take for

granted: pasteurized milk and the refrigerators we store

it in; nu tnots and the automobiles we drive to go get

them; aspirin and the televisions that bombard us with

news and advertisements abodt the drug'

Functional relations, the primary products of basic

and applied behavior analyticiesearch, provide the kind

of scientific understanding that is most valuable and use-

ful to the development of a technology for changing

behavior. .d functional relation exists when a well-

controlled experiment reveals that a specific change in

qne event (thi dependent variable) can reliably be pro-

Attitudes of Science
Science is first of all a set of altitudes'

-8. 
F. Skinner (1953'P.12

The definition of science lies not in test tubes' spec

tremeters, or electron accelerators, but in the behavior o
t 

scientists. To begin to understand any science' we need t'

look past the apparatus and instrumentation that are mos

readily apparent and examine what scientists do'l Th

Iskinner (1953) noted, that although telescopes and cyclotrons give us

"dramatic picture of science in action" (p. 12), and science could not hav

advanced very far
themselves. "Nor

without them, such devices and apparatus are not screnc

is science to be identihed with precise measurement. ]ft

can measure and be mathematical without being scientifrc at all, just as w

may be scientific with these aids" (p. l?). Scientific instruments brin8 sc:

entists into greater contact with their subject matter and, with measur€

ment and
variables.

mathematics, enable a more Precise descriPtion and control ofke
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Dursuit of Lcnowledge can properly be called science wheh

it is carried out according to general methodological pre-

cepts and erxpectations that define science' Althougir there

is no "scierrtific method" in the sense of a prescribed set

of steps or Iules that must be followed, all scientists share

a fundamerrtal assumption about the nature of events that

are amenatlle to investigation by science, general notions

about basic strategy, and perspectives on how to view

their findings. These attitudes of science-determinism,

empiricisrn, experimentation, replication, parsimony' and

philosophic doubt-constitute a set of overriding as-

iu*pti*r and values that guide the work of all scientists

(Whaley &z Surratt, 1968)'

Determinism

Science is predicated on the assumption of determinism'

Scientists Presume that the universe, or at least that part

of it they iirtend to probe with the methods of science' is

ddaw,frrl+andorder'lyrplace in which all phenomen a occur

,*TtI'osott of other evbnts. In other words, events do

not just happen willy-nilly; they are related in system-

atic-ways to6ther factors, which are themselves physical

phenomena amenable to scientifi c investigation'

If the universe were governedby accidentaltsm, a

philosophical position antithetical to determinism that

holds that events occur by accident or without cause' or

b,y fatalism, the belief that events are predetermined, the

,,scientific discovery and technological use of functional

In the prescientific era, as well as in nonscientiflg
and pseudoscientific activities today, knowledge was (aq6

is) the product of contemplation, speculation, personal

opinion, authority, and the "obvious" logic of common
sense. The scientist's empirical attitude, however, de'-

mands objective observation based on thorough descrip-
tion, systematic and repeated measurement, and precise
quantification of the phenomena of interest'

As in every scientific field, empiricism is the fore-
most rule in the science of behavior. Every effort to urr-
derstand, predict, and improve behavior hinges on the
behavior analyst's ability to completely define, systdln-

atically observe, and accurately and reliably measure oc-
currences and nonocculTences of the behavior of interes t'

'Experimentation

Experimentation is the basic strategy of most sciences'

Whaley and Surratt (1968) used the following anecdote

to introduce the need for conducting experiments'

A man who lived in a suburban dwelling area was sur-

prised one evening to see his neighbor bow to the four

winds, chant a strange melody, and dance around his

front lawn beating a small drum' After witnessing the

same ritual for over a month, the mal became over-

whelmed with curiosity and decided to look into the

matter.
"Why do you go through this sami: ritual each

evening?" the man asked his neighbor'

"It keeps my house safe from tigers," the neighbor

replied.
"Good gfiefl" the man said. "Don't you know there

isn't a tiger within a thousand miles of here?"

"Yedh," the neighbor smiled. "Sure works, doesn't

it!" (pp.23-2to23-3)

When events are observed to covary or occur in close

temporal sequence, a functional relation may exist, but
other factors may be responsiblb for the observed values

of the dependent variable. To investigate the possible er-
istence of a functional relation, an experiment (or better,

a series of experiments) must be performed in which the

factor(s) suspected of having causal status are systemat-

ically controlled and manipulated while the effects on
the event under study are carefully observed' In dis-

cussing the meaning of the term experimental, Dinsmoor

(2003) noted that

two measures of behavior may be found to covary at a

statistically significant level, but it is not thereby made

clear which factor is the cause and which is the effect, or
indeed whether the relations between the two is not the

product of a third, confounded factor, with which both

:l:IlllT:l"-1i"-il""i?^^':r:'"";:::"il:lil,li"

to improve things would be impossible.

If we are to use the methods of science in the field of
humah affairs, we must assume behavior is lawful and

determined. We must expect to discover what a man

does is the result ofspecifiable conditions and that once

these conditions have been discovered, we can anticipate

and to some extent determine his actions' (Skinner,

1953, p. 6)

Determinism plays a pivotal dual role in the conduct

practice: It is at once a philosophical stance
,does not lend itself to proof and the conflrmation that

by each experiment. In other words, the scien-

first assumes lawfulness and then proceeds to look
lawful relations (Delprato & Midgley, 1992).

prrcrsnl

knowledge is built on, above all, empiricism-
of objective observation of the phenomena of

Objectivity in this sense means "independent of
ividual prejudices, tastes, and private opinions

scientist. . . . Results of empirical methods are ob-
in that they are open to anyone's observation and
J^-- -. r - ,t 1' -r ^t .L^ :- J:.,:J"^l
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6 Part I lntrotlucliort and Bttsic Cortcepts

grades make people socially attractive? That dating is

the royal road to academic success? That it pays to be

smart? Or that financial security and free time contribute

both to academic and to social success? (p' I52)

Reliably predicting and controlling any phenomena,

including the presence of tigers in one's backyard, re-

quires the identification and manipulation of the factors

that cause those phenomena to act as they do' One way

that the individual described previously could use the ex-

perimental method to evaluate the eftectiveness of his rit-

ual would be to first move to a neighborhood in which

tigers are regularly observed and then systematically ma'

nipulate the use of his antitiger ritual (e.g', one week on,

one week off, one week on) while observing and record-

ing the presence of tigers under the ritual and no-ritual

conditions.

The experimental method is a method for isolating the

relevant variables within a pattern of events' ' ' ' [W]hen

the experimental method is employed, it is possible to

ctrange one factor at a time (independent variable) while

leaving all other aspects of the situation the same' and

then to observe what effect this change has on the target

behavior (dependent variable). Ideally, a functional rela-

tion may be obtained. Formal techniques of experimen-

tal contiol are designed to make sure that the conditions

being compared are otherwise the same' Use of the ex-

perimentafmethod serves as a necessary condition (sine

quo'non) to distinguish the experimental analysis of be-

havior from other methods of investigation' (Dinsmoor'

2003,p. r52)

Thus, an experiment is a carefully conducted com-

parison of some measure of the phenomeilon of interest

(the dependent variable) under two or more different con-

ditions in which only one factor at a time (the indepen-

dent variable) differs from one condition to another'

Strategies and tactics for conducting experiments in ap-

plied 
-behavior 

analysis are described in Chapters 7

through 10,

Replication

The results of a single experiment, no matter how well the

study was designed and conducted and no matter how

clear and impressive the findings, are never suffrcient to

eam an accepted place among the scientific knowledge

base of any field. Although the data from a single exper-

iment have value in their own right and cannot be dis-

counted, only after an experiment has been replicated a

number of times with the same basic pattern of results

do scientists gradually become convinced of the findings'

Replication-the repeating of experiments (as well

as repeating independent variable conditions within ex-

periments)-"pervades every nook and cranny of the ex-

perimental method" (Johnston & Pennypacker, 1993a,

p.244). Replication is the primary method with which

scientists determine the reliability and usefulness of their

findings and discover their mistakes (Johnston & Penny-

packer, 1980; 1993a; Sidman, l960)' Replication-not
it 

" 
infuttiOitity or inherent honesty of scientists-is the

primary reason science is a self-correcting enterprise that

eventually gets it right (Skinner, 1953).

How-many times must an experiment be repeated

with the same results before the scientific community ac-

cepts the findings? There is no set number of replications

required, but the greater the importance of the findings for

eitirer theory or practice' the greater the number of repli-

cations to be conducted. The role of replication in be-

havioral research and. replication strategies used in
applied behavior analysis are dsscribed in Chapters 7

through 10.

';t

ParsimonY

One dictionary definition of parsimony is great frugal-

ity, apd in a special way this connotation accurately de-

scribes the behavior of scientists. As an attitude of
science, parsimony requires that all simple, logical ex-

planations for the phenomenon under investigation be

ruled out, experimentally or conceptually, before more

complex or abstract explanations are considered' Parsi-

moniout interpretations help scientists fit their findings

within the field's existing knowledge base. A fully par-

simonious interpretation consists only of those elements

that are necessary and sufficient to explain the phenom-

enon at hand. The attitude of parsimony is so critical to

scientific explanations that it is sometimes referred to as

the Law of Parsimony flMhaley & Surratt, 1968)' a"law"
derived from Occam's Razotr credited to William o'f

Occam (L285-1349), who stated: "One should not in-
crease, beyond what is necessary' the number of entities

required to explain anything" (Mole, 2003). In other

words, given a choice between two competing and com-

pelling explanations for the same phenomenon' one

ihould shave off extraneous variables and choose the

simplest explanation, the one that requires the fewest

assumptions.

Philosophic Doubt

The attitude of philosophic doubt requires the scientist

to continually question the truthfulness of what is re-

garded as fact. Scientific knowledge must always be

viewed as tentative. Scientists must constantly be will-
ing to set aside their most cherished beliefs and findings

and replace them with the knowledge derived from new

discoveries.
Good scientists maintain a healthy level of skepti-

cism. Although being skeptical of others'research may be

.ir .

t.
i;
ii,
ir :

il: i
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easy, amore difficult but critical characteristic of scien-

iirm i t ttlat they remain open to the possibility-as well

as look for evidence-that their own findings or inter-

oretafions are wrong. As Oliver Cromwell (1650) stated

in another context: "I beseech you . . . think it possible

you rfiay be mistaken." For the true scientist, "new find-

ings arenotproblems; they are opportunities for further

inJesrigadon and expanded understanding" (Todd & Mor-

i;s, t993, p. 11s9).

Practitioners should be as skeptical as researchers'

The skeptical practitioner not only requires scientific ev-

jdencebefore implementing a new practice, brrt also eval-

uates continually its effectiveness once the practice has

A Definitiot'r of Science

There is no universally accepted, standard definition of
science. We offer the following definition as one that en-

compasses the previously discussed purposes and atti-

tudes of science, irrespective of the subject matter'

Scienbe is a systematic approach to the understanding of
natural phenomena-as evidenced by description, pre-

diction, and control-that relies on determinism as its

fundamental assumption, empiricism as its prime direc-

tive, experimentation as its basic strategy, replication as

its necessary requirement for believability, parsimony as

its conservative value, and philosophic doubt as its guid-

ing conscience.

A Brief FlistorY
of the Developrwlent
of Behavior Analysis
Behavior analysis consists of three major branches' Be-

haviorism is the philosophy of ,q,rq science of behavior,

basic research is the province of the experimental analy-

sis of behavior (EAB), and developing a technology for

improving behavior is the concern of applied behavior

analysis (ABA). Applied behavior analysis can be fully
understood only in the context of the philosophy and

basic research traditions and findings from which it
evolved and remains connected today. This section pro-

viiies an elementary description of the basic tenets of be-

haviorism and outlines some of the major events that have

marked the development of behavior analysis'2 Table 1'1

lists major books, journals, and professional organiza-

tions that have contributed to the advancement of behav-

ior analysis since the 1930s.

Stintulus *Re s p on s e B eh qv io t'i s tt7

of Watsort
Psychology in the early 1900s was dominated by the

study of states of consciousness' images, and other men-

tal processes. Introspection, the act of carefully observ-

ing one's own conscious thoughts and feelings, was a

primary method of investigation. Although the authors

of several texts in the first decade of the 20th century de-

fined psychology as the science ofbehavior (see Kazdin'

lg78), John B. Watson is widely recognized as the

spokesman for a new direction in the field of psychology'

2Informative and interesting descriptions of the history of behavior analy-

sis can be found in Hackenberg (1995), Kazdin (1978)' Michael (2004)'

Pierce and Epling (1999), Risley (1997,2005), Sidman (2002)' Skinner

( t SSO, I SZS), Stokes (2003), and in a special section of articles in the fall

2003 issue of T'he BehuviorArtaLyst.

been implemented' Practitioners must be particularly
of extraordinary claims made for the effective-

ness of new theories, therapies, or treatments (Jacobson,

& Mulick, 2005; Maurice,2006)'

Claims that sound too good to be true are usually just '
that. , . . Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evi-

dence. (Sagan ,1996; Shermer, 1997)

What constitutes extraordinary evidence? In the

stnctest sense, and the sense that should be employed

when evaluating claims of educational effectiveness, ev-

idence is the outcome of the application of the scientific

method to test the effectiveness of a claim, a theory or a

practice. The more rigorously the test is conducted, the

more often the test is replicated, the more extensively

the test is corroborated, the more extraordinary the evi-

dence. Evidence becomes extraordinary when it is extra-

ordinarily well tested. (Heward & Sitvestri, 2005'

p. 209)

Weend our discussion of philosophic doubt with two

of advice, one from Carl Sagan, the other from

F. Skinner: "The question is not whether we like the

that emerges out of a train of reasoning, but

whether the conclusionfollows from the premise or start-

point and whether that premise is true" (Sagan, 1996,

210). "Regard no practice as immutable. Change and

ready to change again. Accept no eternal verity' Ex-
(Skinner, 1979, p.346)

0 ther Imp or tant Attitu d e s an d Valu e s

The six attitudes of science that we have examined are

necessary features of science and provide an important
context for understanding applied behavior analysis.

the behavior of most productive and success-

scientists is also charactefized by qualities such as

s, curiosity, perseverance, diligence, ethics,

honesty. Good scientists acquire these traits because
behaving in such ways has proven beneficial to the
progress of science.
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Table 1.1 Representative Selection of Books, Journals, an

in the Development and Dissemination of Behavior Analysis
d Organizations That Have Played a Major Role

OrganizationsJournals

Journal of the Ex7erimental
Analysis of Behavior (1958)

Decade Books

1 930s

1 940s

1 950s

1 960s

1 970s

1 980s

The Behavior of Organisms-skinner (1938)

Watden lwo--Skinner (1 948)

Principles of Psychotogy-Keller & Schoenfeld

(1 e50)

Science and Human Behavior-Skinner (1953)

Sch edut e s of R e i nfo rce menf-Ferster
& Skinner ('1957)

Ve rbal Behavior-skinner (1 957)

Tactics for Scientific Research-sidman (1 960)

Chitd Devetopment, Vols. I & ll--Biiou & Baer

(1961,1e65)

The Anatysis of Behavior*Holland
& Skinner (1961)

R esea rch i n Beh avio r M odif icati on*Krasner
& Ullmann ('1965)

Operant Behavior: Areas of Research and

Application-Honig (1 966)

The Analysis of Human Operant Behavior-
Reese (1966)

Contingencies of Reinforcement: A Theoretical

A nalysi s-Ski nner ( 1 969)

Beyond Freedom and Dignity-Skinner (1971)

El e m e ntary P ri nci pl e s of Behavio r-W haley

& Malott (1971)

Contingency Management in Education and

Other Equatty Exciting Places-Malott (1974)

Abo u t Beh aviorisrn-Skinne r (1 97 4)

Ap p I yi ng B e havi o r-An alysi s P roced u re s with

Children and Youth-sulzer-Azarof'f & Mayer

(1e77)

Learni ngr--Catania (1 979)

Strategies andTactics for Human Behavioral

Research-Johnston & Pennypacker (1 980)

Behaviarism : A Conce ptual Reconstruction-
Zuriff (1985)

Recent Issues in the Analysis of Behavior-
Skinner (1989)

Society for the Experimental Analysis

of Behavior (SEAB) (1957)

i

t

Journal of APPlied Behavior

Analysis (1968)
American Psychological Association -

Division 25 Experimental Analysis of

Behavior (1964)

Experimental Analysis of Behaviour

Group (UK) (1965)

Behaviorism(1972)NorwegianAssociationforBehavior
(became Behavior and Analysis (1973)

Philosophyin 1990) Midwestern Association for Behavior

Revista Mexicana de Analysis (MABA) (1974)

Analisis de la Conducta Mexican Society of Behavior Analysis
(1e75) (1e75)

Behavior Modification (1977) Association for Behavior Analysis' 
Journa! of Organizational (formerly MABA) (1978)

Behavior Management
(1s77)

Education & Treatment
of Children (1977)

The Behavior AnalYst (1978)

Journal of Precision Teaching Society for the Advancement of

and Celeration (originally, Behavior Analysis (1980)

Journal of Precision Teachingl Cambridge Center for Behavioral
(1980) studies (1981)

Journal of Organizational Japanese Association for Behavior
BehaviorManagement Analysis(1983)
(1e77)

Analysis of Verbal Behavior
(1 eB2)

Japanese Journal of
Be h avio r An a/Ysis (1 986)

Behavior AnalYsis Digest
(1 e8e)
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able 1.1 (continued)

ecade Boaks Journals Organizations

)90s

00s

Concepts and Principles of Behavior
A n alys i s-Michael (1 993)

Radical Behaviorism: The Philosophy and the
Science-Chiesa (1994)

Equival e nce Relations and Behavio r-Sidman
(1ee4)

Functional Analysis of Problem Behavior-
Repp & Horner (1999)

Behavior and Social lssues
(1ee1)

Journal of Behavioral
Education (1991)

Behavioral I nterventions
(1 eB6)

Journal of Positive Behavior
lnteruentions (1999)

The Behavior Analyst Today
(1 eee)

European Journal of .

Be h avi o r An alys is (2000'1

Behavioral Technology
Today (2001)

Behavio ral Development
Bulletin (2002)'

Journal of Early and
lntensive Behavior
lntervention (2QO4)

Brazilian Journal of
B e h avio r A n a/ysls (2005)

lnternational Journal of
B e h avio ral Co n s u ltati o n

and Therapy (2005)

Accreditation of Training Programs in
Behavior Analysis (Association for
Behavior Analysis) (1 993)

Behavior Analyst Certification Board
(BACB)(1ee8)

Council of Directors of Graduate
Programs in Behavior AnalYsis
(Association for Behavior Analysis)
(1 eee)

First Board Certified Behavior
Analysts (BCBA) and Board Certified
Associate Behavior Analysts (BCABA)
credentialed by the BACB (2000)

European Association for Behaviour
Analysis (2002)

:is influential article, "Psychology as the Behaviorist
;ws It," Watson (1913) wrote:

Psychology as the behaviorist views it is a purely
objective experimental branch ofnatural science. Its

theoretical goal is the prediction and control of behavior.

Introspection forms no essential part of its methods, nor
is the scientific value of its data dependent upon the

readiness with which they lend themselves to interpreta-
tion in terms of consciousness. (p. 158)

Watson argued that the proper subject matter for psy-

logy was not states of mind or mental processes but
)rvable behavior. Further, the objective study of be-

ior as a natural science should consist of direct ob-
'ation of the relationships between environmental
:uli (S) and the responses (R) they evoke. Watsonian
rviorism thus became known as stimulus-response
l) psychology. Although there was insufficient sci-
ic evidence to support S-R psychology as a workable
anation for rnost behavior, Watson was confident that
,ew behaviorism would indeed lead to the prediction
control of human behavior and that it would allow
:itioners to improve performance in areas such as ed-

ucation, business, and law. Watson (L924) made bold
claims concerning human behavior, as illustrated in this

famous quotation:

Give me adozen healthy infants, well-formed, and my
own specified world to bring them up in and I'll guaran-

tee to take any one at random and train him to become

any type of specialist I might select--{octor, lawyer,
artist, merchant-chief and, yes, even beggar-man and

thief, regardless ofhis talents, penchants, tendencies,

abilities, vocations, and race ofhis ancestors. I am going
beyond my facts and I admit it, but so have the advo-

cates of the contrary and they have been doing it for
many thousands of years. (p. 104)

It is unfortunate that such extraordinary claims were
made, exaggerating the ability to predict and control
human behavior beyond the scientific knowledge avail-
able. The quotation just cited has been used to discredit
Watson and continues to be used to discredit behaviorism

in general, even though the behaviorism that underlies
contemporary behavior analysis is fundamentally differ-
ent from the S-R paradigm. Nevertheless, Watson's con-

tributions were of great significance: He made a strong
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case for the study ofbehavior as a nalural science on a par

with the physical and biological sciences.3

Exp erint'emtat Aita[y sis of B ehqvior
The experimental branch of behavior analysis formally

began in i938 with the publication of B' F' Skinner's ?fte

Behavior of Organisms (193811966). The book summa-

rized Skinner's laboratory research conducted from 1930

to 1937 and brought into perspective two kinds of be-

havior: respondent and oPerant.
Respondent b,ehavior is reflexive behavior as in the

tradition of Ivan Pavlov (1927/L960). Respondents are

elicited, or "brought out," by stimuli that immediately
precede them. The antecedent stimulus (e'g', bright light)

and the response it elicits (e.g., pupil constriction) form

a functional unit called a reflex. Respondent behivibrs

are essentially involuntary and occur whenever the elic- '

iting stimulus is presented.
Skinner was "interested in giving a scientific account

of all behavior, including that which Descartes had set

aside as 'willed' and outside the reach of science" (Glenn,

Ellis, & Greenspoon,1992, p. 1330). But, like other psy-

chologists of the time, Skinner found that the S-R para-

digm could not expiain a greatdeal of behavior, particularly

behaviors for which there were no apparent antecedent

causes in the environment. Compared to reflexive behav-

ior with its clear eliciting events, much of the behavior of
organisms appeared spontaneous or "voluntary'" In an at-

tempt. to explain the mechanisms responsible for "volun-

tary" behavior, other psychologists postulated mediating

variables inside the organism in the form of hypothetical

constructs such as cognitive processes, drives, and free

3For an interesting biography and scholarly examination ofJ' B' Watson's

contributions, see Todd and Morris (1994).

will. Skinnertook adifferent tack. Instead of creating hyl
othetical constructs, presumed but unobserved entitie

that could not be manipulated in an experiment, Skinnt

continued to look in the environment for the determinant

of behavior that did not have apparcnt antecedent cause

(Kimball, 2002; P almer, i 998).

He did not deny that physiological variables played a

role in determining behavior. He merely felt that this

was the domain of other disciplines, and for his part, re'

' mained committed to assessing the causal role of the en

vironment. This decision meant looking elsewhere in

time. Through painstaking research, Skinner accumu-

lated significant, if counterintuitive, evidence that be-

havior is changed less by the stimuli that precede it
(though context is important) and more by the conse-

quences that immediately follow it (i.e., consequences

that are contingent upon it)' The essential formulation

for this notion is S-R-S, otherwise known as the

three-term contingency. It did not replace the S-R

model-we still salivate, for instance, if we smell food

cooking when we are hungry. It did, however, account

for how the environment "selects" the great part of

leamed behavior'
With the three-term contingency Skinner gave us a

new paradigm. He achieved something no less profounc

for the study of behavior and learning than Bohr's modt

of the atom or Mendel's model of the gene. (Kimball,

2002,p.71)

Skinner called the second type of behavior operar,

beha.viona Operant behaviors are not elicited by preced

ing stimuli but instead are influenced by stimulus change

that have followed the behavior in the past' Skinner'

aln The Behavior of Organisnts, Skinner called the conditioning of re

spondent behavior Type S conditioning and the conditioning of operar

behavior Type R conditioning, but these terms were soon dropped. Re

spondent and operant conditioning and the three-term contingency are fut
ther defined and discussed in Chapter 2.
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Figure 1.1 The first data set presented in
g. F. Skinner's The Behavior of Organisms:

An Experimental AnalYsis (1 938).
From The Behavior of Organisms: An Experimental Analysisby

B. F. Skinner, p. 67. Original copyright 1 938 by Appleton'

Century Copyright 1991 by B. E Skinner Foundation'

Cambridge, MA' Used bY Permission'

Otiginal Conditionlng
All rlsponses to the lever were reinforced.The first tfuee reinforcements were

apparently ineffective. The fourth is followed by a rapid increase in rate'

ost powerful and fundamental contribution to our un-

:rstanding of behavior was his discovery and experi-

ental analyses of the effects of consequences on

rhavior. The operant three-term contingency as the pri-

ary unit of analysis was a revolutionary conceptual

eakthrough (Glenn, Ellis, & Greenspoon, 1992)'

Skinner (1938/1966) argued that the analysis of op-

ant behavior "with its unique relation to the environ-

ent presenfs a separate important field of investigation"

. +iS). He named this new science the experimental

ralysis of behavior and outlined the methodology for

r practice. Simply put, Skinner recorded the rate at

rth a single subject (he initially used rats and later, pi-

ons) emitted a given behavior in a controlled and stan-

r dized experimental chamber.

The firit set of data Skinner presented in The Be'

vior of Organisms was a graph that "gives a record of

r r"suiting change in behavior" (p. 67) when a food

llet was delivered immediately after a rat pressed a

zer (see Figure 1.1)' Skinner noted that the first three

res that food followed a response "had no observable

'ect" but that "the fourth response was followed by an

preciable increase in rate showing a swift acceleration

a maximum" (PP.6748).
Skinner's investigative procedures evolved into an

:gant experimental approach that enabled clear and

werful demonstrations of orderly and reliable func-

nal relations between behavior and various types of
rironmental events.5 By systematically manipulating

: arrangement and scheduling of stimuli that preceded

I followed behavior in literally thousands of labora-

y experiments from the 1930s through the 1950s, Skin-
luna hit colleagues and students discovered and

ified the basic principles of operant behavior that con-

re to provide the empirical foundation for behavior

io

60

Time in Minutes

analysis today. Description of these principles of behav-

ior-general statements of functional relations between

behavior and environmental events-and tactics for

changing behavior derived from those principles consti-

tute a major portion of this text.

Skirtn er s Ra di cal B eh avi o ri s Yn

In addition to being the founder of the experimental

analysis of behavior, B. F. Skinner wrote extensively on

the ihitosophy of that science.6 Without question, Skin-

nerk writings have been the most influential both in guid-

ing the practice of the science of behavior and in

p.6posin! the application of the principles of behavior

io n"* areas. In 1948 Skinner published WaldenTwo' a

fictional account of how the philosophy and principles

of behavior might be used in a utopian community' This

was followed by his classi ctext, Science and Human Be-

havior (1953), in which he speculated on how the prin-

ciples of behavior might be applied to complex human

behavior in areas such as education, religion, govern-

ment, law, and PsYchotheraPY.
Much of Skinner's writing was devoted to the de-

velopment and explanation of his philosophy of behav-

iorism. Skinner began his book About Behaviorism

(1914) with these words:

Behaviorism is not the science of human behavior; it is

the philosophy of that science. Some of the questions it
asks are these: Is such a science really possible? Can it

account for every aspect of human behavior? What

addition to Skinner's three-volume

65kinner, who manY consider the most eminent psychologist of the 20th

century (Haagbloom et a1.,2002)' authored or coauthored 291 primary-

source works (see Morris & Smith, 2003, for a complete bibliography) In
autobiography (Particulars of My Life,

1976; The Shaping of a Behaviorist, 19'19; A Matter of Consequences,

I 983), numerous biograPhical books and articles have been written about

Skinner, both before and after his death. Students interested in learning

about Skinner should read B..E Skinner: A Life by Daniel Bjork (1997)'

B.F Skinner Organisnt bY Charles Catania (1992), Burrhus Frederic Skin

ner ( t 904- I 990) : A Thank You by Fred Keller (1990), B. F. Skinner-The

Inst Few Days bY his daughter Julie Vargas (1990), and Skinner as Self'

M anttgc r bY Robert EPstein Ski nner's

,st of the methodological features of the experimental approach pio-

ed by Skinner (e,g., iepeated measurement of rate or frequency of re-

rse a'.s the primar! dependent variable, within-subject experimental

parisons, visual anatyiis of graphic data displays) continue to charac-

:L both uas;c ano appiied t"tEotth in behavior analysis' The five chap-

in Part Itl p.o.,ide detailed descriptions of how applied behavior

ysts use this experimental approach. by Morris, Smith, and Altus (2005).
contributions to ABA are described
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rnethods can it use? Are its laws as valid as those of
physics and biology? Will it lead to a technology, and if
so, what role will it play in human affairs? (p. 1)

The behaviorism that Skinner pioneered differed sig-
nificantly (indeed, radically) from other psychoiogical
theories, including other forms of behaviorism. Although
there were, and remain today, many psychological mod-
els and approaches to the study of behavior, mentalism
is the common denominator among most.

In general terms, mentalism may be defined as an ap-

proach to the study of behavior which assumes that a

mental or "inner" dimension exists that differs from a

behavioral dimension. This dimension is ordinarily re-
ferred to in terms ofits neural, psychic, spiritual, subjec-
tive, conceptual, or hypothetical properties. Mentalism
further assumes that phenoniena in this dimension either
directly cause or at least mediate some forms of behav-
ior, if not all. These phenomena are typically designated

as some sort of act, state, mechanism, process, or entity
that is causa-l in thb sense of initiating or originating.
Mentalism regards concems about the origin of these

phenomena as incidental at best. Finally, mentalism
holds that an adequate causal explanation ofbehavior
must appeal directly to the efficacy of these mental phe-
nomena. (Moore, 20O3,pp. 181-182)

Hypothetical constructs and explanatory fictions are
the stock and trade of mentalism, which has dominated
Western intellectual thought and most psychological the-
ories (Descartes, Freud, Piaget), and it continues to do
so into the 21st century. Freud, for example, created a
complex mental world of hypqthetical constructs-the
id, ego, and superegG-that he contended were key to
understanding a person's actions.

Hypothetical constructs-"1hs6r's6ical terms tlrat
refer to a possibly existing, but at the moment unobserved
process or entity" (Moore, 1995, p.36)---can neither be
observed nor experimentally manipulated (MacCorquo-
dale & Meehl, 1948;Zuiff,1985). Free will, readiness,
innate releasers, language acquisition devices, storage
and retrieval mechanisms for rnemory, and information
processing are all examples of hypothetical constructs
that are inferred from behavior. Although Skinner (1953,
1974) clearly indicated that it is a mistake to rule out
events that influence our behavior because they are not
accessible to others, he believed that using presumed but
unobserved mentalistlc fictions (i.e., hypothetical con-
structs) to explain the causes of behavior contributed
nothing to a functional aciount.

Consider a typical laboratory situation. A food-
deprived rat pushes a lever each time a light comes on
and receivgs food, but the rat seldom pushes the lever
when the light is off (and if it does, no food is delivered).

When asked to explain why the rat pushes the lever only
when the light is on, most will say that the rat has "made
the association" between the light being on and food
being delivered when the lever is pressed. As a result of
making that association, the animal now "knows" to press

the lever only when the light is on. Attributing the rat's be-

havior to a hypothetical cognitive process such as asso-
ciating or to something called "knowledge" adds nottring
to a functional account of the situation. First, the envi-
ronment (in this case, the experimenter) paired the light
and food availability for lever presses, riot the rat. Second,
the knowledge or other cognitive process that is said to
explain the observed behavior is itself unexplained, which
begs for still more conjecture.

The "knowledge" that is said to account for the rat's
performance is an example of an explanatory fiction, a

fictitious variable that often is simply another name for
the observed behavior that contributes nothing to an un-
derstanding of the variables responsible for developing or
mainraining the behavior. Explanatory fictions are thekey
ingredient in "a circular way of viewing the cause and ef-
fect of a situation" (Heron, Tincani, Peterson, & Millea
2005, p.214) that give a false sense of understanding.

Turning from observed behavior to a fanciful inner
world continues unabated. Sometimes it is little more
than a linguistic practice. We tend to make nouns of ad-
jectives and verbs and must then find a place for the
things the nouns are said to represent. We say that a rope
is strong and before long we are speaking of its strength.
We call a particular kind of strength tensile, and then ex-
plain that the rope is strong because it possesses tensile
strength. The mistake is less obvious but more trouble-
some when matters are more complex. . . .

Consider now a behavioral parallel. When a person
has been subject to mildly punishing consequences in
walking on a slippery surface, he may walk in a manner
we describe as cautious. It is then easy to say thathe
walks with caution or that he shows caution. There is
no harm in this until we begin to say that he walks
carefully because ofhis caution. (Skinner, 1974,pp.
165-166, emphasis added)

Some believe that behaviorism rejects all events that
cannot be operationally defined by objective assqssment.

Accordingly, Skinner is thought to have rejected all data
from his system that could not be independently verified
by other people (Moore, 1984). Moore (1985) called this
operational view "a commitment to truth by agreement"
(p. 59). This common view of the philosophy of behav-
iorism is limited; in reality, there are many kinds of be-
haviorism-structuralism, methodological behaviorism,
and forms of behaviorism that use cognitions as causal
factors (e.g., cognitive behavior modification and social
learning theory), in addition to the radical behaviorism of
Skinner.

I

I
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Structuralism and methodological behaviorism do

reject allevents that are not operationally defined by ob-

iJ"tr" assessment (Skinner, 1914)' Structuralists avoid

Lentalism by restricting their activities to descriptions

of behavior. They make no scientific manipulations;

accordingty, they do not address questions of causal fac-

tors. Methodological behaviorists differ from the struc-

turalists by using scientific manipulations to search for

functional relationships between events' Uncomfortable

with basing their science on unobservable phenomena'

,om" 
"u.ty 

behaviorists either denied the existence of

"inner variables" or considered them outside the realm

of a scientific account. Such an orientation is often re-

ferred to as methodological behaviorism'
Methodological behaviorists also usually acknowl-

edge the existence of mental events but do not consider

tfret in the analysis of behavior (Skinner, 1974)' Method-

ological behavitrists' reliance on public events' exclud-

ing private events, restricts the knowledge base of trurnan

behavior and discourages innovation in the science of be- -

havior. Methodological behaviorism is restrictive because

it ignores areas of major impoqtance for an understand-

ing of behavior.
Contrary to popular opinion, Skinner did not object

to cognitive psychology's concern with private events

(i.e., Jvents tairing place "inside the skin") (Moore, 2000)'

Skinner was the first behaviorist to view thoughts and

feelings (he called them "private events") as behavior to

be anilyzedwith the same conceptual and experimental

tools used to analyze publicly observable behavior' not as

phenomena or variabies that exist within and operate via

principles of a separate mental world.^ 
Essentially, Skinner's behaviorism makes three major

assumptions iegarding the nature of prlvate events: (a)

Private events such as thoughts and feelipgs are behavior;

(b) behavior that takes place within the skin is distin-

guished from other ("public") behavior only by its inac-

cessibility; and (c) private behavior is influenced by (i'e''

is a funciion of ) the same kinds of variables as publicly

accessible behavior.

We need not suppose that events which take place within

an organism's skin have special properties for that rea-

son. A private event may be distinguished by its limited

accessibility but not, so far as we know, by any special

structure of nafure. (Skinner, 1953, p' 257)

By incorporating private events into an overall con-

ceptual system ofbehavior, Skinner created a radical be-

haviorism that includes and seeks to understand all
human behavior. "'What is inside the skin, and how do

we know about it? The answer is, I believe, the heart of
radical behaviorism" (Skinner, I974,p.218)' The proper

connotations of the word radical in radical behaviorism
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arefar-reaching and thoroughgoing' connoting the phi-

losophy's inclusion of all behavior, public and private'

Radicalis also an appropriate modifier for Skinner's form

of behaviorism because it represents a dramatic depar-

ture from other conceptual systems in calling for

probably the most drastic change ever proposed in our

way of ihinking about man' It is almost literally a matter

ofiurning the explanation ofbehavior inside out' (Skin-

ner,1974, P.256)

Skinner and the philosophy of radical behaviorism

acknowledge the events on which fictions such as cog-

nitive processes are based. Radical behaviorism does not

restrici the science of behavior to phenomena that can be

detected by more than one person' In the context of rad-

ical behaviorism, the term observe implies "coming into

contact with" (Moote, L984)' Radical behaviorists con-

sider private events such as thinking or sensing the stim-

uli produced by a damaged tooth to be no.different from

puUti" events such as oral reading or sensing the sounds

produced by a musical instrument' According to Skinner

?tgl+), "What is felt or introspectively observed is not

som" .ronphysical world of consciousness' mind' or men-

tal life bui the observer's own body" (pp' 18-19)'

The acknowledgment of private events is a major

aspect of radical behaviorism. Moore (1980) stated it

concisely:

For radical behaviorism, private events are those events

wherein individuals respond with respect to certain stim-

uli accessible to themselves alone' ' ' ' The responses

that are made to those stimuli may themselves be public'

i.e., observable by others, or they may be private' i'e"

accessible only to the individual involved' Nonetheless'

to paraphrase Skinner (1953), it need not be supposed

thai events taking place within the skin have any special

properties for that reason alone' ' ' ' For radical behav-

iotism, then, one's responses with respect to private

stimuli are equally lawful and alike in kind to one's re-

sponses with respect to public stimuli' (p' a60)

Scientists and practitioners are affected by their own

social context, and instifutions and schools are dominated

by mentalism (Heward & Cooper, 1992; Kimball'2002)'

A firm grasp of the philosophy of radical behaviorism' in

additioi to knowledge of principles of behavior, can help

the scientist and practitioner resist the mentalistic ap-

proach of dropping the search for controlling variables

in the environment and drifting toward explanatory fic-

tions in the effort to understand behavior' The principles

of behavior and the procedures presented in this text

apply equally to public and private events' Radical be-

nruiorisrn is the pfritosophical position underlying the

content Prosented in this text'
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A thorough discussion of radical behaviorism is far
beyond the scope ofthis text. Still, the serious student of
applied behavior analysis should devote considerable
study to the original works of Skinner and to other authors

who have critiqued, analyzed, and extended the philo-
sophical foundations of the science of behavior.t lsee
Box 1. 1 for Don Baer's perspectives on the meaning and

importance of radical behaviorism.)

A1c pli ed B ehqvi or Analy s i s

One of the first studies to report the human application of
principles of operant behavior was conducted by Fuller
(1949). The subject was an 18-year-old boy with pro-
found developmental disabilities who was described in
the language of the time as a "vegetative idiot." He lay on

his back, unable to roll over. Fuller filled a syringe with
a warm sugar-milk solution and injected a small amount
of the fluid into the young man's mouth every time he

moved his right arm (that arm was chosen because

he moved it infrequently). Within four sessions the boy

was moving his arm to a vefiical position at a rate of three

times per minute.

The attending physicians . . . thought it was impossible

for him to learn anything-according to them, he had

not learned anything in the 18 years of his life-yet in
four experimental sessions, by using the operant condi-

tioning technique, an addition was made to his behavior

which, at this level, could be termed appreciable. Those

who participated in or observed the experiment are of
the opinion that if time permitted, other responses could
be conditioned and discriminations learned. (Fuller,

1949, p. 590)

During the 1950s and into the early 1960s-re-
searchers used the methods of the experimental analysis
of behavior to determine whether the principles of be-

havior demonstrated in the laboratory with nonhuman
subjects could be replicated with humans. Much of the

early research with human subjects was conducted in
clinic or laboratory settings. Although the participants
typically benefited from these studies by learning new

behaviors, the researchers' major purpose was to deter-
mine whether the basic principles of behavior discovered
in the laboratory operated with humans. For example,
Bijou (1955, L957,1958) researched several principles
of behavior with typically developing subjects and peo-

ple with mental retardation; Baer (1960, L96I, L962) ex-
amined the effects of punishment, escape, and avoidance

TExcellent discussions of radical behaviorism can be found in Baum ( I 994);
Catania and Harnad (1988); Catania and Hineline (1996); Chiesa (1994);

L*tal (1992); Lee (1988); and Moore (1980, 1984, 1995,2000,2003).

contingencies ou preschool children; Ferster and DeN4yer'

(196I, 1962:DeMyer & Ferster, 1962) conducted a sys-
tematic study of the principles of behavior using children
with autism as subjects; and Lindsley (1956, 1960) as-

sessed the effects of operant conditioning on the behav-

ior of adults with schizophrenia. These early researchers

clearly established that the principles of behavior are ap-
plicable to human behavior, and they set the stage for the

later development of applied behavior analysis.
The branch of behavior analysis that would later be

called applied behavior analysis (ABA) can be traced to
the 1959 publication of Ayllon and Michael's paper ti-
t'led "The Psychiatric Nurse as a Behavioral Engineer."
The authors described how direct ca.re personnel in a state

hospital used a variety of techniques based on the prin-
ciples of behavior to improve the functioning of residents

with psychotic disorders or mental retardation. During
the 1960s many researchers began to apply principles of
behavior in an effort to improve socially important be-
havior, but these early pioneers faced many problems.
Laboratory techniques for measuring behavior and for
controlling and manipulating variables were sometimes

unavailable, or their use was inappropriate in applied set-
tings. As a result, the early practitioners of appii6d
behavior analysis had to develop new experimental
procedures as they went along. There was little funding
for the new discipline, and researchers had no ready out-
let for publishing their studies, making.it difficult to com-
municate among themselves about their findings and
solutions to methodological problems, Most journal ed-
itors were reluctant to publish studies using an experi-
mental method unfamiliar to mainstream social science,

which relied on large numbers of subjects and tests of
statistical inference.

Despite these problems it was an exciting time, and
' major new discoveries were being made regularly. For

example, many pioneering applications of behaviorprih-
ciples to education occurred duriug this period (see, e.g.,
O'Leary & O'Leary, L972; Ulnch, Stachnik, & Mabry
1974), from which were derived teaching procedures such

as contingent teacher praise and attention (Hall, Lund, &
Jackson, 1968), token reinforcement systems (Bimbrauer,

Wolf, Kidder, & Tague, 1965), curriculum design

@ecker, Englemann, & Thomas, 1975), and programmed

instruction (Bijou, Birnbrauer, Kidder, & Tague, 1966;

Markle, L962). The basic methods for reliably improving
student performance developed by those early applied
behavior analysts provided the foundation for behavioral
approaches to curriculum design, instructional methods,
classroom management, and the generalization and main-

tenance of learning that continue to be used decades later
(cf., Heward et al., 2005).

University programs in applied behavior analysis
were begun in the 1960s and early 1970s atAizona State
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Box 1.1

Wlea.t Is B eharziorisrn?

Don Baer loved the science of behavior' He

loved to write about it, and he loved to talk

^tout 
it. Don was famous for his unparalleled

ability to speak extemporaneously about 
.

comptex pLilosoptrical, experimental' and

p.oiitrionur issuls in a way that always made

ihorough conceptual, practical' and human

,"nr". iJ" did so with the vocabulary and

syntax of a greatauthor and the accomplished

aetivery of a master storyteller' The only thing

Don knew better than his audience was his

science.
On three occasions, in three different

decades, graduate students and faculty in the

special education program at Ohio State '
Iiniversity were fortunate to have Professor

Baer servl as Distinguished Guest Faculty for

a doctoral seminar, Contemporary Issues in

Special Education and Applied Behavior

Analysis. The questions and responses that

follow were selected from transcripts of two

ofProfessor Baer's three OSU teleconference

seminars.

If a person on the slreet approached.you and asked'

i'Whot', behaviorism?" how wouldyou repLy?

The key point of behaviorism is that what people do can

Ueunderstood.Traditionally,boththelaypersonandthe
ptyiiofogitt have tried to understand behavior by see-

ing it as the outcome of what we think' what we feel'

*i"t *" want, what we calculate' and etcetera' But we

don't have to think about behavior that way' We could

look upon it as a process that occurs in its own right and

iras its own causes. And those causes are' very often'

found in the external environment'

Behavior analysis is a science of studying how 11e

can arrange our environments so they make very likely

the behaviors we want to be probable enough' and they

make unlikely the behavio" *" want to bp improbable'

Behaviorisrn is understanding how the environment

works so that we can make ourselves smarter' more or-

ganized, more responsible; so we can encounter fewer

f,unishments and fewer disappointments' A central point

of behaviorism is this: We can remake our environment

tb accomplish some of that much more easily than we

can remake our inner selves.

An interviewer once asked EdwardTeller' the physi-

cist who hetpecl develop the first atomic bomb' " Cat't

you expLain to a nonscientist what youfind so fasci'

natitxy about science, particularly plrysics? " TeLler

,rp,Uia, "No." I sense that Teller was suggesting that

a'no,rsci"rrtist would not be able to contprehettd' un-

derstand, or appreciate physics and his fascination
*ttn i:. If a niiscientist asked you' "Whctt do you

find so iascinating about science' particularly the
"rrinrr'of n"man behavior?" tuhat would yott say?

Ed Morris otganized a symposium on jus^t this topic a

"oupt" 
of years ago at the Association for-Behavior

Lufy*it annual convention, and in that symposium' Jack

iJi"rt""r commented on the fact that although one of our

;i;;iph""'t big problems and challenges is communi-

""ri"! 
*irtt orri so"i"ty about who we are' what we do'

unJ ,iitu, *" can do, he didn't find it reasonable to try to

rr*--ir" what behavior analysis is to an ordinary per-

r"" ii:"t, a few words' He gave us this example: Imag-

i* u quun*.n physicist is approached at a cocktail party

;;il;;"" *t o urtt, "What is quantum physics?" Jack

*iia tnut rft" physicist might very well answer' and prob-

^ffy 
tft""fa unr*",, "I can't tell you in a few words' You

should register for mY sourse'"""-l;; 
i".y ,y*pu'hetic with Jack's argument' But I

also know, as someone who's confronted with the poli-

;;t ;i relating our discipline to society' that although it

;^y ;" a truJanswer, it's not a good answer' It's not an

;;t;;; that people will hear with any pleasure' or in-

;;;J,-;";" u"""it. I think such an answer creates only

,"r"nrt"nr' Theiefore, I think we have to engage in a bit

oitton"r, show business' So' if I had to somehow state

,o*" 
"onnorations 

of what holds me in the field' I guess

i *otfa say that since I was a child I always found my

biggest reinforcer was something called understanding'

ili["a to know how things worked' And of all of the

;hing; in the world there are to understand' it became

"f"ui 
to me that the most fascinating was what people

Jo. t ,r*"4 with the usual physical science stuff' and it

was intriguing to me to understand how radios work' and

ho* "t""-tri"iiy 
works, and how clocks work' etcetera'

nul *ft* it became clear to me that we could also learn

tto* p"opf" work-not just biologically'.but behav-

io.uffy-i thought rhat's the best of all' Surely' everyone

-"tt ^gt"" 
thaithat's the most fascinating subject mat-

;;; il;, there could be a science of behavior' of what

*" a", of who we are? How could you resist that?

Adapted from "ThursdaY Afternoons with Don: Selections from Three

Teleconference Seminars on Appl ied Behavior AnalYsis" bY W L.

Heward & C. L. Wood (2003)' In K. S. Budd & T. Stokes (Eds')' A

SmaII Matter of Proof: The I'egacY of Donalr! M. Baer(PP' 293-310)'

Reno, NV: Context Press Used bY Permrsslon.
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University, Florida State University, the University of Illi-
nois, Indiana University, the University of Kansas, the

University of Oregon, the University of Southem Illinois'
the University of Washington, West Virginia University,

and Western Michigan University, among others' Through

their teaching and research, faculty at each of these pro-

grams made major contributions to the rapid growth of
the field.8

Two significant events in 1968 mark that year as the

formal beginning of contemporary applied behavior

analysis. First, the Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis

(JABA)began publication. JABA was the first journal in

the United States to deal with applied problems that gave

researchers using methodology from the experimental

analysis of behavior an outlet for publishing their find-

ings. JABA was and continues to be the flagship journal

of applied behavior analysis. Many of the early articles in

JABA became model demonstrations of how to conduct

and interpret applied behavior analysis, which in turn led

to improved applications and experimental methodology'

The second major event of 1968 was the publication

of the paper, "Some Current Dimensions of Applied Be-

haviorAnalysis" by Donald M. Baer, Montrose M' Wolf'

and Todd R. Risley. These authors, the founding fathers

of the new discipline, defined the criteria forjudging the

adequacy of research and practice in applied behavior

analysis and outlined the scope of work for those in the

science. Their 1968 paper has been the most widely cited

publication in applied behavior analysis, and it remains

the standard description of the discipline.

D efirei mg Chat"acteristics of
Alrplied B ehavior AnalYsis'
Baer, Wolf, and Risley (1968) recommended that applied

behavior analysis should be applied, behavioral, ana'
ly tic, technolo gical, conc eptually sy s tematic, ffi ctiv e,

and capable of appropriately generalized outcomes. In

1987 Baer and colleagues reported that the "seven self-

conscious guides to behavior an4lytic conduct" (p. 319)

they had offered20 years earlier "remain functional; they

still connote the current dimensions of the work usually

called applied behavior analysis" (p. 31a). As we write
this book, nearly 40 years have passed since Baer, Wolf,

and Risley's seminal paper was published, and we find
that the seven dimensions they posed continue to serve as

the primary criteria for defining and judging the value of
applied behavior analysis.

Applied
Tine applied in applied behavior analysis signals ABA s

commitment to affecting improvements in behaviors that

enhance and improve people's lives: To meet this crite-

rion, the researcher or practitioner must select behaviors

to change that are socially significant for participants:

social, language, academic, daily living, self-care' voca-

tional, and/or recreation and leisure behaviors that im-
prove the day-to-day life experience of the participants

andlor affect their significant others (parents, teachers,

peers, employers) in such a way that they behave more

positively with and toward the participant.

Behaviorcil
At first it may seem superfluous to include such an ob-

vious criterion--of course applied behavior analysis must

be behavioral. However, Baer and colleagues (1968)

made three important points relative to the beh'tsV'ioral'cri-

terion. First, not just any behavior will do; the behavior

chosen for study must be /ha'b-dhav'ior in need of im-
provement, not a similar behavior that serves as a proxy

for the behavior of interest or the subject's verbal de-

scription of the behavior. Behavior analysts conduct stud-

ies o/behavior, not studies about-behavior. For example,

in a study evaluating the effects of a program to teach

school children to get along with one another, an applied

behavior analyst would directly observe and measure

clearly defined classes of interactions between and among

the children instead of using indirect measures such as

the children's answers on a sociogram or responses to a

questionnaire about how they believe they get along with
one another.

Second, the behavior must be measurable; the precise

and reliable measurement of behavior is just as critical in
applied research as it is in.basic research' Applied re-
searchers must meet the challenge of measuring socially

significant behaviors in their natural settings, and they

must do so without resorting to the measurement of,non-

behavioral substitutes.
Third, when changes in behavior are observed dur-

ing an investigation, it is necessary to ask whose behav-

ior has changed. Perhaps only the behavior of the

observers has changed. "Explicit measurement of the re-
liability of human observers thus becomes not merely
good technique, but a prime criterion of whether the sfudy

was appropriately behavioral" (Baer et al., 1968, p. 93).

Or perhaps the experimenter's behavior has changed in an

unplanned way, making it inappropriate to attribute any

observed change in the subject's behavior to the inde-

pendent variables that were manipulated' The applied be-

havior analyst should attempt to monitor the behavior of
all persons involved in a studY.

EArticles describing the histories of the applied behavior analysis programs

at five of these universities can be found in the winter 1994 issue of JABA'
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AnalYtic
A study in applied behavior analysis is cinalytic when the

"*p"tim* 
t"ih as demonst r ated a functional relation be-

tween the manipulated events and a reliable change in

,o*" ."utnrabie dimension of the targeted behavior' In

oitr", *ota., the experimenter must be able to control the

occurrence and nonoccurrence of the behavior' Some-

;;;;, however, society does not allow the repeated

maniputation of important behaviors to satisfy the re-

q"ir""t""" of experimental method' Therefore' applied

behavior analysts must demonstrate control to the great-

"ri "*t"nt 
porribl", given the restraints of the setting and

behavior; and then they must present the results forjudg-

ment by the consumers of the research' The ultimate issue

i, U"ti"vuUitity: Has the researcher achieved experimen-

tal control to demonstrate a reliable functional relation?
I - Th" analytic dimension enables ABA to not only

demonstrate effectiveness, but also to provide the "acid

test proof' of functional and replicable relations between 
'

the interventions it recommends and socially significant

outcomes (D. M. Baer, October 2L, 1982' personal

communication).

Because we are a data- and design-based discipline' we

. are in the remarkable position of being able to prove that

behavior can work in the way that our technology pre-

scribes. We are not theorizing about how behavior can

work; we are describing systematically how it has

worked many times in real-world applications' in de-

signs too competent and with measurement systems too

rJable and valid to doubt. Our ability to prove that be-

havior can work that way does not, ofcourse' establish

that behavior cannot work any other way: we are not

in a discipline that can deny any other approaches'

only in one that can affrm itself as knowing many

of its sfficietzl conditions at the level of experimental

proof. . . our subject matter is behavior change' and

i" 
"un 

specify some actionaDle sufficient conditions

for it. (D. M. Baer, personal communication' October

21,1982, emPhasis in original).

Technological
A study in applied behavior analysis is technological

when aU of itJ operative procedures are identified and

described with suff,rcient detail and clarity "such that a

reader has a fair chance of replicating the application with

the siime results" (Baer et a7., 1987, p.320)'

It is not enough to say what is to be done when the sub-

ject makes response Rr; ir is essential also whenever

iossible to say what is to be done if the subject makes

ihe alternative responses' Rr, Rr, etc' For example' one

may read that temper tantrums in children are often ex-

tinluished by closing the child in his room for the dura-

tion of the tantrums plus ten minutes' Unless that

procedure description also states what should be done if
ihe chitd tries to leave the room early' or kicks out the

window, or smears feces on the walls' or begins to make

strangling sounds, etc', it is not precise technological de-

scription. (Baer et al', 1968, pp' 95-96)

No matter how powerful its effects in any given

study, a behavior change method will be.of little value if
p.^"iirion"r, are unable to replicate it' Tfe deveiopment

tf a replicable technology of behavior- change has been

a aefining characteristic and continuing goal of ABA

from its iiception. Behavioral tactics are replicable and

teachable to others. Interventions that cannot be repli-

cated with sufficient fidelity to achieve comparable out-

comes are not considered part of the technology'

A good check of the technological adequacy of a pro-

ceduraldescription is to have a person trained in applied

behavior analysis carefully read the description and then

act out the prtcedure in detail' If the person makes any

mistakes, udd, uny operations, omits any steps' or has to

ast atty questions to clarify the written description' then

tne Aescription is not sufficiently technological and re-

quires imProvement.

C o n cep tu aIIY SY stem ati c

Although Baer and colleagues (1968)-did not state so ex-

plicitly] a defining characteristic of applied behavior

unuty*i. concerns the types of interventions used to im-

proJ" b"huuior. Although there are an infinite number of

ia"ti"s and specific procedures that can be used to alter

behavior, almost all are derivatives and/or combinations

of a relatively few basic principles of behavior' Thus'

Baer and colleagues recommended that research reports

of applied behavior analysis be concept4ally systematic'

rn"uning that the procedures for changing behavior and

any inteipretations of how or why those procedures were

"fiective 
should be described in terms of the relevant

principle(s) from which they were derived'
^ Ba.r and colleagues (1968) provided a strong ra-

tionale for the use of conceptual systems in applied be-

havior analysis. First, relating specific procedures to basic

principles might enable the research consumer to derive

o*t". ti.nlt* procedures from the same principle(s)' Sec-

ond, conceptual systems are needed if a technology is to

become an integrated discipline instead of a "collection

of tricks." Loosely related collections of tricks do not

lend themselves to systematic'expansion' and they are

diffrcult to leam and to teach in great number'

Effective
An effective application of behavioral techniques must

improve the behavior under investigation to a practical

Oegree. "In application, the theoretical importance of a
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variable is usually not at issue. Its practical importance,
specifically its power in altering behavior enough to be
socially important, is the essential criterion" (Baer et ai.,
1968, p. 96). Whereas sone investigations produce re-
sults of theoretical importance or statistical significance,
to be judged effective an applied behavior analysis study
must produce behavior changes that reach ciinical or so-
cial significance.

How much a given behavior of a given subject needs
to change for the improvement to be considered socially
important is a practical question. Baer and colleagues
stated that the answer is most likely to come from the
people who must deal with the behavior; they should be
asked how much the behavior needs to change. The ne-
cessity of producing behavioral changes that are mean-
ingful to the participant andlor those in the participant's
environment has pushed behavior analysts to search for
"robust" variables, interventions that produce large and
consistent effects on behavior (Baer, 1917a).

When they revisited the dimension of effectiveness
20 years later, Baer, Wolf, and Risley (1987) recom-
mended that the effectiveness of ABA also be judged by
a second kind of outcome: the extent to which changes in
the target behaviors result in noticeable changes in the
reasons those behaviors were selected for change origi-
nally. If such changes in the subjects' lives do not occur,
ABA may achieve one level of effectiveness yet fail to
achieve a critical form of social validity (Wolf, 1978).

We may have taught many social skills without examin-
ing whether they actually furthered the subject's social
life; many courtesy skills without examining whether
anyone actually noticed or cared; many safety skills
without examining whether the subject was actually
safer thereafter; many language skills without measuring
whether the subject actually used them to interact differ- -

ently than before; many on-task skills without measur-
.ing the actual value of those tasks; and, in general, many
survival skills without examining the subject's actual
subsequent survival. (Baer et al., L987, p.322)

Generality
A behavior change has generaliry if it lasts over time, ap.
pears in environments other than the one in which the in-
tervention that initially produced it was implemented,
andlor spreads to other behaviors not directly treated by
the intervention. A behavior change that continues after
the original treatment procedures are withdrawn has gen-
erality. And generality is evident when changes in tar-
geted behaviof occur in nontreatment settings or
situations as a function of treatment procedures. Gener-
ality also exists when behaviors change that were not the
focus of the intervention. Although not all instances of
generality are adaptive (e.9., a beginning reader who has

just learned to make the sound fol the letter p in words
such as pet and ripe, might make the same sound when
seeing the letterp in the word phone), desirable general-

ized behavior changes are important outcomes of an ap-

plied behavior analysis program because they represent
additional dividends in terms of behavioral improvement,
Strategies and tactics for promoting desirable general-
ization of behavior changes are detailed in Chapter 28,

S o nte Ad ditio nal Ch qrq cteri s ti c s
ofABA
Applied behavior analysis offers society an approach to-
ward solving problems that is accountable, public, doable,
empowering, and optimistic (Heward, 2005). Although
not among ABA s defining dimensions, thEse character-
istics should help increase the extent to which decision
makers and consumers in many areas look to behavior
analysis as a valuable and important source of knowl-
edge for achieving improvements.

Accountable

The commitment of applied behavior analysts to effec-
tiveness, their focus on accessible environmental vari-
ables that reliably influence behavior, and their reliance
on direct and frequent measurement to detect changes in
behavior yield an inescapable and socially valuable form
of accountability. Direct and frequent measurement-the
foundation and most important component of ABA prac-
tices-cnables behavior analysts to detect their successes
and, equally important, their failures so they can make
changes in an effort to change failure to success (Bushell
& Bear, 1994; Greenwood & Maheady, 1997).

, Failure is always informative in the logic of behavior
analysis, just as it is in engineering. The constant reac-
tion to lack of progress [is] a definitive hallmark of
ABA. (Baer,2005, p. 8)

Gambrill (2003) described the sense of accountabil-
ity and self-correcting nature of applied behavior analy-
sis very well.

Applied behavior analysis is a scientific approach to un-
derstanding behavior in which we guess and critically
test ideas, rather than guess and guess again. It is a
process for solving problems in which we learn from
our mistakes. Here, false knowledge and inert knowl-
edge are not valued. (p.67)

pubilc

"Everything about ABA is visible and public, explicit and
straightforward. . . . ABA entails no ephemeral, mysti-
cal, or metaphysical explanations; there are no hidden



reatrnents; there is no ntagic" (Heward, 2005, p.322).
Tfre transparent, public nature of ABA should raise its
value in fields such as education, parenting and child care,

employee productivity, geriatrics, health and safety, and

social work-to name only a few-whose goals, meth-

ods, and outcomes are of vital interest to many con-

:stituencies.

,Doable

teachers, parents, coaches, workplace super-

and sometimes the participants themselves rm-
the interventions found effective in manyABA

This demonstrafes the pragmatic element of
'Although 'doing ABA' requires far more than

to administer a few simple procedures, it is not
y complicated or arduous. As many teachers

noted, implementing behavioral strategies in'the
sroom . . . might best be described as good old-'

fashioned hard work" (Heward, 2005,p.322)

IJowermg
ABA gives practitioners real tools that work. Knowing

to do something and having the tools to accomplish
instills confidence in practitioners. Seeing the data

behavioral improvements in one's clients, stu-
or teanrnates, or in oneself, not only feels good,

4lso raises one's confidence level in assuming even

diffrcult challenges in the future.

istic

tioners knowledgeable and skilled in behavior
have genuine cause to be optimistic for four rea-

First, as Strain and Joseph (2004) noted:

The environmental view promoted by behaviorism is es-
sentially optimistic; it suggests that (except for gross ge-
netic factors) all individuals possess roughly equal
potential. Rather than assuming that individuals have
some essential internal characteristic, behaviorists as-
sume that poor outcomes originate in the way the envi-
ronment and experience shaped the individual's current
behavior. Once these environmental and experiential
factors are identified, we can design prevention and in-
tervention programs to improve the outcomes. . . . Thus,
the emphasis on external control in the behavioral ap-
proach . . . offers a conceptual model that celebrates
the possibilities for each individual. (Strain et al.,
1992, p. s8)

Second, direct and continuous measurement enables
practitioners to detect small improvements in perfor-
mance that misht otherwise be overlooked. Third. the
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more often a practitioner uses behavioral tactics with pos-

itive outcomes (the most common result of behaviorally
based interventions), the more optimistic she becomes
about the prospects for future success.

A sense of optirnism, expressed by the question "Why
not?" has been a central part ofABA and has had an

enorrnous impact on its development from its earliest
days. Why can't we teach a person who does not yet talk
to talk? Why shouldn't we go ahead and try to change

the environments of young children so that they will dis-
play more creativity? Why would we assume that this
person with a developmental disability could not learn to
do the same things that many of us do? Why not try to
do it? (Heward, 2005, p.323)

Fourth, ABA s peer-reviewed literature provides
many exaniples of success in teaching students who had

been consideled unteachable. ABA s continuous record of
achievements evokes a legitimate feeling of optimism
that future developments will yield solutions to behav-

ioral challenges that are currently beyond the existing
technology. For example, in response to the perspective

that some people have disabilities so severe and profound
that they should be viewed as ineducable, Don Baer of-
fered this perspective:

Some of us have ignored both the thesis that all persons

are educable and the thesis that some persons are inedu-
cable, and instead have experimented with ways to teach

some previously unteachable people. Those experiments

have steadily reduced the size of the apparently inedu-

cable group relative to the obviously educable group.

Clearly, we have not finished that adventure. Why pre-
dict its outcome, when we could simply pursue it, and
just as well without a prediction? Why not pursue it to
see if there comes a day when there is such a small class

of apparently ineducable persons left that it consists of
one elderly person who is put forward as ineducable. If
that day comes, it will be a very nice day. And the next
day will be even better. (D. M. Baer, February 15,

2002, personal communication, as cited in Heward,
2006, p. 473)

D efinitiore of Agtgtlied
Behavior Analysis
We began this chapter by stating that applied behavior
analysis is concemed with the improvement and under-
standing of human behavior. We then described some of
the attitudes and methods that are fundamental to scien-
tific inquiry, briefly reviewed the development of the sci-
ence and philosophy of behavior analysis, and examined
the characteristics of ABA. All of that provided neces-

sary context for the following definition of applied be-
havior analvsis:
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Applied behavior analysis is the science ll^:1*
tu.il.. derived from the principles of behavror are

;;ii;d ty;rematicallv to imprbve soqiallv signifi-

"'uit 
U"t uuior and experimentation is used to iderr-

,ify ,tt. variables responsible for behavior change'

This definition includes six key comPonents' First'

tt e praciic" of applied behavior analysis is guided by the

attirudes ana mlifroas of scientific inquiry' Second' all

behavior change procedures are described and imple-

*""r"a in a sysiemutic, technological manner' Third' not

uny -""n. of cftanging behavior qualifies as applied

O"ituuio, analysis: Only those procedures conceptually

derived from the basic principles of behavior are cir-

cums"riuea by the f,reld. hourth, the focus of applied be-

t uuio. analysis is socially signifrcant behavior' The fifth

unO ,i*tf, parts of the definition specify the twin goals of

applied behavior analysis: improvement and under-

,iJnaing. Applied behavior analysis seeks to make mean-

iltuIiirpt;u"*"n, in important b:llut-ot and to produce

un"unufytit of the factors responsible for that improve-

ment.

Four' Interrelated D ontains of
n ni,oui or ArnaIY tic S cience qnd*Prof.ttionsl 

Practices Guided bY

That Science
Thescienceofbehavioranalysisanditsapplicationto
tu-un problems consists of four domains: the three

frun"ft", of behavior analysis-behaviorism' EAB' and

ABA-and professional piactice in various fields that is

informed and guided Uy itrat science' Figure l'2 idefit-

fies some of the defining features and characteristics of

thesefourinterrelateddomains.Althoughmostbehavior
analysts work primarily in one or-two.of the domains

;;;t in Figure 1.2, it i; common for a behavior analyst

io function In multiple domains at one time or another

(Hawkins & Anderson ,2002;Moore & Cooper' 2003)'

A behavior analyst who pursues theoretical and con-

ceptual issues is engaged in behaviorisln' the philosoph-

ical domain of behavior analysis' A product of such work

is Delprato's (2002) discussion of the importance of

counteicontrol (behavior by people experiencing aver-

sive control by others that heips them escape and avoid

the control while not reinforcing and sometimes punish-

ing the controller's responses) toward an ttnderstanding

ofiffective interventions for interpersonal relations and

cultural design.
The explrimental analysis of behavior is the basic

research branch of the science' Basic research consists

of experiments in laboratory settings with both human

and nonhuman subjects witir a goal of discovering and

clarifying fundamental principles of behavior'.An exalu-

nte is Hackenberg and Axtell's (1993) experiments tn-

i"rtr!^t"g ttow cf,oices made by hurnans are affected by

,rr" 
-J"v"""ti" 

interaction of schedules of reinforcernent

irr"t ".iil short- and long-term consequences'e

afpfiea behavior analysts conduct experiments

ui.n"a'ut discovering and ctarifying functional relations

U"ir"tn socially significant behavior and its controlling

i-iuUt"r, with which they can contribute to the further

d;;;"p;""t of a humane and effective technology of

Uet uvio, change. An example is research by Tarbox' WaI-

iu"", unO Williams (2003) on the assessment and reat-

nient of elopement (running or walking- away from a

caregiver without permission), a behavior that poses great

;;;;r for youngthildren and peopie with disabilities'
- - 

itt" delivery of behavior analytic professional ser-

vices occurs in the fourth domain' Behavior analysis prac-

titioners design, implement' and evaluate behavior change

;;;;t tnart consist of behavior change tactics derived

i-fr funOu*ental principies of behavior discovered by

basicresearchers,andthathavebeenexperimentallyval-
iOur"a for their effects on socially significant behavior

tV 
"ppfi"O 

researchers' An example is when a therapist

pilriai"c home-based treatment for a child with autism

lmbeds ir"qu"nt opportunities for the child to use his

.*"tging ,o"id una language skills inthe context of nat-

ururir"ti"]ouily routines and ensures that the child's re-

,pont"t'ut" ftlloweA with reinforcing events' Another

"*u-pf" 
is a classroom teacher trained in behavior analy-

;i;;i" uses positive reinforcement and stimulus fading

to teach students to identify and classify fish into their

respective species by the shape, size' and location oftheir

fins.
Although each of the four domains of ABA can be

defined anJpracticed in its own right' none of the do-

' rnuin, are, oishould be, completely independent of and

uninformed by developments in the others' Both the sci-

.n"" unO the application of its findings benefit when the

four domains aie interrelated and influence one another

i"f., Ctir"nneld & Kollins, 2001; Lattal & Neef; 1996;

Srro*"., McComas, & Rehfeldt,2000)' Evidence of the

symbiotic relations between the basic and applied do-

mains is evident in research that "bridges" basic and ap-

fli"a u."u, and in applied research that.translates the

lnowtedge derived from basic research "into state-of-

the-art ctinicat practices for use in the community" (Ler-

man, 2003, P' 415)'to

eSchedules of reinforcement are discussed in Chapter 13.

::

l

;i
;l

il
td

loExamples and discussions ofbridge or translational research can be found

r"1i*''ii"i*-iisi una winter 20b3 issues of '/ABA; Fisher and Mazur

ilSg?lt ;;;l ft Neef (1996); and Vollmer and Hackenberg (2001)'
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some comparisons and relationships among the four domains of behavior analysis science and
Figure 1.2
practice.
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The Prontise qnd Potentiql of ABA

In a paper titled, 'A Futuristic Perspective for Applied

Behavior Analysis," Jon Bailey (2000) stated that

It seems to me that applied behavior analysis is more

relevant than ever before and that it offers our citizens'

parents, teachers, and corporate and government leaders

advantages that cannot be matched by any other Psycho-

logical approach. . . . I know of no other approach in

psychology that can boast state-of-the-art solutions to

ih" *ott troubling social ills of the day' (p' A77)

'We, too, believe that ABA s pragmatic, natural sci-

ence approach to discovering environmental variables

that reliably influence socially signif,rcant behavior and to

developing a technology to take practical advantage of
those discoveries offers humankind its best hope for solv-

ing many of its problems. It is important, however, to rec-

o[nize that behavior analysis's knowledge of "how

behavior works," even at the level of fundamental prin-

ciples, is incomplete, as is the technology for changing

sociatly significant behavior derived from those princi-

ples. There are aspects of about which relatively little is

irro*n, and additional research, both basic and applied'

is needed to clarify, extend, and fine-tune all existing

knowledge (e.g., Critchfietd & Kollins, 2001; Friman,

Hayes, & Wilson, 1998; Murphy, McSweeny, Smith, &
Mccomas, 2@3; Stromer, McComas, & Rehfeldt, 2000)'

Nevertheless, the still young scietrce of applied bt

harrior analysis has contributed to a full range ofareas i

which human behavior is important. Even an informa

cursory survey of the research published in applied bt

havior analysis reveals studies investigating virtually th

full range of socially significant human behavior from.
rc Z atd almost everywhere in between: AIDS preventio

(e.g., DeVries, Burnette, & Redmona, 1991), conservi

tion of natural resources (e'g., Brothers, Krantz, & Mt
Clannahan, 1994),education (e.g., Heward et al.,2005
gerontology (e.g., Gallagher & Keenan,2000), health an

exercise (e.g., De Luca & Holborn, 1992)' industrii
' safety (e.g., Fox, Hopkins, &Anger, 1987),language a<

quisition (e.g., Drasgow, Halle, & Ostrosky, i99B)' li
tering (e.g., Powers, Osborne, & Anderson, 7973

medical procedures (e.g., Hagopian & Thompson, 1999

parenting (e.g., Kuhn, Lerman, & Vomdran,2003), seai

belt use (e.g., Van Houten, Malenfant, Austin, & Lebboi

2OO5), sports (e.g., Brobst & Ward, 2002), and zoo mar

agement and care of animals (e.g., Forthman & Ogder

1992).
Applied behavior analysis provides an empirict

basis for not only understanding hurnan behavior but als

improving it. Equally important, ABA continually tesl

and evaluates its methods. The remainder of this text wi
present a foundation of knowledge that can lead to a fu.

understanding of applied behavior analysis.

ri
il

W s'.r.,,-.r,'.a.y
Some Basic Characteristics and a Defi'nition of Sctence

1. Different types of scientific investigations yield knowl-

edge that enables the description; prediction, and/or con-

trol of the phenomena studied.

2. Descriptive studies yield a collection of facts about the '

observed events that can be quantified; classified, and ex-

amined for possible relations with other known facts'

3. Knowledge gained from a study that finds the systematic

covariation between two events-termed a conelation-
can be used to predict the probability that one event will
occur based on the occurrence of the other event'

4. Results of experiments that show that specific manipula-

tions ofone event (the independent variable) produce a re-

liable change in another event (the dependent variable),

and that the change in the dependent variable was unlikely

the result of extraneous factors (confounding variables)-

a finding known as a functional relation---can be used to

control the phenomena under investigation.

5. The behavior ofscientists in all fields is characterized by

a comrnon set of assumptions and attitudes:

. Determinism-the assumption that the universe is a law-

ful and orderly place in which phenomena occur as a

result of other events'

. Empiricism-the objective observation of the phenon

ena of interest.

. Experimentation-the controlled comparison of som

*"urrr" of the phenomenon of interest (the depender.

variable) under two or more different conditions i
which only one factor at a time (the independent vari

able) differs from one condition to another.

. Replication-repeating experiments (and independen

variable conditions within experiments) to determin
' the reliability and usefulness offindings
. Parsimony-simple, logical explanations must be ruler

out, experimentally or conceptually, before more com

plex or abstract explanations are considered.

. Philosophic doubt----continually questioning the truth

fulness and validity of all scientific theory anr

knowledge.

A Brief History of the Development of Behavior Analysi:

6. Behavior analysis consists of three major branches: be

haviorism, the experimental analysis of behavior (EAB)

and applied behavior analysis (ABA).

7. Watson espoused an early form of behaviorism known ar

stimulus-response (S-R) psychology, which did not ac'

count for behavior without obvious antecedent causes.



6. Skinner founded the experimental analysis of behavior

(EAB), a natural science approach for discovering orderly

and reliable relations between behavior and various types

of environmental variables of which it is a function'

9. EAB is characterized by these methodological features:

. Rate of response is the most common dependent

variable.
. Repeated or continuous measurement is made of care-

fully defined response classes.

. Within-subject experimental comparisons are used in-

stead of designs comparing the behavior of experimen-

tal and control grouPs.

. The visual analysis of graphed data is prefened over

statistical inference.

. A description of functional relations is valued over for-

mal theory testing.

10. Through thousands of laboratory experiments, Skinner

and hii colleagues and students discovered and verified

the basic principies of operant behavior that provide the

' empirical foundation for behavior analysis today'

t1. Skinner wrote extensively about a philosophy for a sci-

ence of behavior he called radical behaviorism' Radical

behaviorism attempts to explain all behavior, including

private events such as thinking and feeling'

t2. Methodological behaviorism is a philosophical position

that considers behavioral events that cannot be publicly

observed to be outside the realm of the science'

.3. Mentalism is an approach to understanding behavior that

assumes that a mental, or "inner," dimension exists that

differs from a behavioral dimension and that phenomena

in this dimension either directly cause or at least mediate

some forms of behavior; it relies on hypothetical constructs

and explanatory fi ctions.

4. The first published report of the application of operant

conditioning with a human subject was a study by Fuller

(Ig4g),in which an arm-raising response was conditioned

in an adolescent with profound retardation'

5. The formal beginnings of applied behavior analysis can

be traced to 1959 and the publication of Ayllon and

Michael's article, "The Psychiatric Nurse as a Behavioral'

Engineer."

6. Contemporary applied behavior analysis (ABA) began in

1968 with the publication of the first issue of the Journal

of Applied Behavior Analysis (JABA).
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Defining Characteristics of Applied Behavior Anallsil

17. Baer,Wolf, and Risley (1968, 1987) stated that a research

study or behavior change program should meet seven

Aefining dimensions to be considered applied behavior

analysis:

. Applied-investigates socially significant behaviors

with immediate importance to the subject(s)'

. Behavioral--cntails precise measurement of the actual

behavior in need of improvement and documents that it

was the subject's behavior that changed'

. Analytic-demonstrates experimental control over the

occulTence and nonoccurrence of the behavior-that is'

if a functional relation is demonstrated'

. Technological-the written description of all procedures

used in the study is sufficiently complete and detailed to

enable others to rePlicate it'

. Conceptually systematic-behavior change interven-

tions are derived from basic principles ofbehavior'

' . Effective-improves behavior sufficiently to produce

practical results for the participant/client'

. Generality*Produces behavior changes that last over

time, applar in other environments, or spread to other

behaviors.

18. ABA offers society an approach to*ard solving many of

its problems that is accountable, public' doable' empow-

ering, and oPtimistic.

A Definitinn of Applied Behavior Analysis

19. Applied behavior analysis is the science in which tactics

derived from the principles of behavior are applied to im-

prove socially significant behavior and experimentation is

usea to identify the variables responsible for behavior

change.

20. Behavior analysts work in one or more of four interrelated

domains: behaviorism (theoretical and philosophical is-

sues), the experimental analysis of behavior (basic re-

search), applied behavior analysis (applied research)' and

professional practice (providing behavior analytic services

to consumers).

21. ABAs natural science approach [o discovering environ-

mental variables that reliably influence socially signifi-

cant behavior and developing a technology to take practical

advantage of those discoveries offers humankind its best

hope for solving many of its problems'


